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Abstract—Measurements of mm-wave excitation spectra of highorder whispering gallery modes in free-space cylindrical disk resonators
as functions of resonator thickness have been made. Resonators in
the form of tight stacks of thin dielectric disks excited via dielectric
waveguides have been used in the experiment. Experimental conditions
for the excitation of thin-disk resonators have been found. A simple
approach for the modeling of resonator spectra and recovery of
dielectric parameters has been proposed.
1. INTRODUCTION
Whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators (dielectric disks, cones,
spheres, toroids, and other structures [1, 2]) are known for their
exceptional performance as nearly perfect frequency filters, resonators
for oscillation sources, dielectric resonator antennas, etc. [3, 4]. They
possess record-breaking characteristics in a broad frequency range
extending from optics to millimeter waves (e.g., quality factor Q
exceeding 850 millions has recently been achieved in optics [5]).
Consequently, high-Q resonators provide huge enhancement to other
characteristics of devices exploiting the resonance effects, e.g., material
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characterization tools [6–9], biological and chemical sensors [10] (the
latter can detect a single nanoparticle [11] or even a single atom [12]),
ultralow threshold and super-directional lasers [13, 14], and so on.
Though the best characteristics of WGM resonators are achieved
in optics, millimeter (mm) and sub-millimeter (sub-mm) wave devices
have also strong potential. One of the new devices in this range
is the laminar WGM resonator [15, 16] proposed for making it more
sensitive to gaseous or liquid substances surrounding the device and,
therefore, facilitating the measurements of dielectric parameters of
these substances.
When measuring characteristics of laminar WGM resonators
suspended in free space [16], it was found that their quality factors
degrade as compared to those of monolithic devices of the same
diameter D and total thickness L. Laminar WGM resonators of low
thickness were also more difficult to excite so as, at the thickness
below a certain critical value Lc , devices were not excited. Provisional
measurements of monolithic WGM resonators suspended in free space
(more precisely, of a stack of a few cylindrical disks of fused quartz
with no air slots between disks) have shown the same tendency, i.e., a
stack of small thickness L could not be excited.
The issue of conditions for the excitation of thin disk resonators
suspended in free space, to our knowledge, has not been addressed in
the literature, though form-factor dependencies of excitation spectra
(form-factor is the ratio of disk radius R to thickness L) have been
investigated when the excitation occurs [2]. This is, probably, because
of difficulty of computing free-space disk spectra when the continuity
of tangential fields at all disk surfaces is required and uniform axial
modes are not supported [17]. So, it is more common to consider a
cylindrical resonator which is either of an infinite length [18] or placed
between metallic plates [19] where uniform axial modes can be excited
at any thickness (metallic plates simplify simulations but reduce Q
factors due to limited conductivity of metal). In other cases, the issue
is merely ignored, with all the attention focused on the situations where
the excitation takes place.
The aim of this work is, therefore, to investigate experimental
conditions for the excitation of whispering gallery modes in a thin disk
dielectric resonator suspended in free space with no metallic enclosure.
2. EXCITATION OF A PETG STACK RESONATOR
Setup for the measurement of excitation spectra of disk resonators is
of the kind as explained in [16] and shown in Figure 1. The spectra are
measured with vector network analyzer PNA E8361A in the frequency
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Figure 1. Setup for the measurement of S21 signal from a whisperinggallery-mode resonator made as a stack of thin cylindrical disks.
band f = 24–40 GHz. The resonator is excited via Teflon dielectric
waveguides (DWGs) connected through standard rectangular metallic
guides and coaxial cables to the transmitting and receiving ports of
the analyzer. The quantity measured by the analyzer is the S21
transmission signal propagated via the disk resonator from one port to
another thanks to the evanescent wave coupling between the dielectric
disk and DWGs.
Each DWG is made as a rectangular strip of cross-section a × b
where the side b is parallel to the disk axis chosen as the z axis of
coordinate frame. In all cases, Ez polarization has been used, in the
sense that Ez is the major component of the electric field being excited.
The case of a À b (narrow E-wall) is considered as the basic case of
DWG geometry (typically, a = 12 mm, b = 4 mm). Yet, for a more
uniform field excitation along the axis of a thick resonator, the case
of a ¿ b (wide E-wall) has also been employed (with a = 4 mm and
b = 40 mm at the same Ez polarization, when gradually increasing b
size starting from the metallic waveguides).
Disk resonator has been made as a tight stack of thin circular
plastic disks, each of specified thickness t, so as the entire resonator
thickness L as verified by direct measurements is close to tN = N t
where N is the number of elementary disks. When measured thickness
L at various N is slightly different from expected tN due to uncertainty
of t, a slightly corrected value of t has been used so as to obtain
L = tN = N t in average for all numbers N in the given set of
elementary disks.
In this section, we consider the measurement results obtained
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with PETG disk resonators (PETG is the polyester plastic available
as flat sheets of standard thickness, in our case of t = 0.525 mm). The
resonators are assembled of N elementary disks of external diameter
D = 44.8 mm, with N increasing from 1 to 50 (L = tN = 0.525–
26.25 mm). In this case, WGMs of large azimuthal index should be
excited in the resonators. All the measured S21 spectral curves are
assembled together and the results are presented as a two-dimensional
(2D) plot of S21 as a function of two variables, R/L (the resonator
form-factor) and D/λ (λ is the free-space radiation wavelength), which
are conventional variables for this kind of analysis [2] (Figure 2).
Data in Figure 2 contain long sequences of S21 signals as functions
of resonator thickness L measured in a wide range of L at small
increments. They show that, indeed, the excitation is absent in
sufficiently thin disks (at L < Lc ) and the critical thickness Lc increases
with decreasing the frequency.

Figure 2. S21 signal from a PETG stack resonator measured at
different numbers of disks when presented as a 2D plot S21 (R/L, D/λ).
For a more detailed analysis, we identified resonant peaks of
S21 (f ) curves at each value of L = tN (N = 1–50) and plotted
them as functions of R/L and D/λ (Figure 3). The results show that,
with increasing the form-factor parameter R/L, resonant peaks align
along the ascending curves, which indicate the evolution of resonant
frequencies fm with decreasing the resonator thickness L (notice,
interpolation software in Figure 2 does not represent correctly the
ascending character of fm (R/L, D/λ) curves when the increment of
R/L is getting large at small values of L).
To reveal the conditions for the excitation of a free-space disk
resonator, we divide the resonator thickness L by
√ the wavelength in
the resonator material λd = λ/n where n = Re( ²) is the refraction
index and ² = ²r +i²i is the complex dielectric constant of the material.
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Figure 3. Form-factor dependence of resonant frequencies of a PETG
resonator made of N elementary disks; discrepancy between the narrow
(filled squares) and wide (empty circles) E-wall cases is expected to be,
mainly, due to the difference in DWGs excitation fields.
Then, plotting the measured signal S21 as a function of f and L/λd ,
we can see that the excitation appears when the resonator thickness is
exceeding half of the wavelength in the resonator material, L > 0.5λd
(Figure 4).
The effect is explained by behavior of guided modes in a planar
dielectric waveguide [20]. It is known that a thin waveguide (L ¿ λd )
looses its guidance ability, the modes are less confined, and the effective
dielectric constant that defines the propagation speed of guided waves,
as one can find, reduces to unity. So, a thin-disk material cannot
provide total internal reflection for the guided waves, thus, making
impossible to support whispering gallery modes. The internal reflection
can only arise when the guided waves in a dielectric are well confined,
i.e., at L > 0.5λd .
In practice, a clear and well-developed spectrum is observed in
the range of thickness λd < L < 3λd . At the greater thickness, the
excitation is weaker and the spectrum is contaminated with spurious
modes which are hard to control and suppress (e.g., even with wide
E-wall DWGs).
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Figure 4. S21 signal from a PETG stack resonator presented as a 2D
plot S21 (f, L/λd ) where λd is the wavelength in the dielectric material.
3. ESTIMATE OF SPECTRUM AND MATERIAL
PARAMETERS
Correct normalization of disk thickness requires the knowledge of
dielectric constant ². The latter can be found from the same set
of data being measured. Once precise computing of spectrum is
complicated [17], we can use an approximate approach assuming the
axial dependence of the field to be of the kind Ez ∼exp(ikz z) where
kz = π/L (tangential field components are the same both inside and
outside the disk). Using a well-known dispersion equation Dm (f, kz ) =
0 for the m-th order azimuthal mode in an infinite cylinder with nonuniform axial field specified above [2, 18], we can define the functions
Pm (f, L) = 20 lg(1/Dm (f, kz )) [dB]
and

Ã
P (f, L) = 20 lg

M
X

(1)

!
1/Dm (f, kz ) [dB]

(2)

m=0

which represent, approximately, the response of a disk resonator to
the external excitation when either one (m-th) or all azimuthal modes
(m = 0, . . . , M , M → ∞) are excited, respectively. Then, peaks of
P (f, L) identify the spectrum of resonator as defined by transmission
signal S21 (f, L) at each value of L.
The approach is explained as follows. Assuming the mode m is
excited, a representative field component Um (e.g., in the frequency
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domain) is defined by generic equation Lm Um = Fm where Lm is the
linear operator acting on the field and Fm is the excitation force. Then,
the field Um is defined via the Green’s function Gm as Um = Gm Fm
where Gm has a typical form Gm = Nm /Dm . Here, denominator Dm
is the function whose zeros (the poles of Gm ) define the excitation
spectrum, corresponding to the dispersion equation Dm = 0 specified
above. Though details of excitation curves depend on Nm and Fm
as well, resonant frequencies and even the curve shapes near the
resonances are defined, mainly, by the denominator Dm (yet, we adjust
reference level of P and introduce a slight slope to P (f ) curves so as
to account for exponential weakening of evanescent wave coupling with
increasing the frequency).
Thus, the function P (f, L) as given by Eq. (2) should be able to
represent basic features of excitation spectrum including the values
and parametric dependencies of resonant frequencies fm (L). Essential
requirement is only to have a sufficient thickness of the resonator so as
the dispersion equation Dm = 0 would be a good approximation (the
condition λd < L < 3λd mentioned above appears to be sufficient).
The ideas expressed above are illustrated by the results presented
in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the contributions of different modes
to the total signal as defined by Eq. (1). It provides a useful insight
into effects such as coincidence of resonant frequencies of some Ez and
Hz modes, e.g., m = 22 (Ez ) and m = 18 (Hz ) at f = 33.5 GHz. This
could smear the peaks and reduce quality factors if both the modes are
excited but resonant frequencies are slightly different.
Figure 6 shows the spectral curves measured and simulated for
the resonators of N = 20 and 30 disks (L = 10.50 mm and 15.75 mm,

Figure 5. Azimuthal mode contributions Pm (f, L) to the total signal
from a PETG resonator assembled of N = 30 disks (kz = π/L); white
areas correspond to the signal level greater than 70 dB.
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Figure 6. Spectral signal from a PETG resonator at N = 20 (thin
curves) and N = 30 (bold curves) elementary disks, experiment versus
simulation (two lower and two upper curves, respectively).
respectively). The simulations assume the dielectric constant ² = 2.82
and the loss tangent tan δ = 0.01 that yields the best fitting of shapes
of measured and simulated curves (the mean level is irrelevant) through
the whole frequency band at all values of L considered (L/λd varies
from minimum 1.47 to maximum 3.53 in this domain).
Notice, the loss tangent here is just the upper bound (because
overcoupling has been used in the experiment), whereas the dielectric
constant is quite precise (its minor variation alters the curves in either
one or another part of the frequency band). The numbers correlate
with known values, though exact comparison is not available since
the parameters are, usually, much too sensitive to plastic technology,
chemical composition, measurement method and frequency band, and
may differ significantly for different samples and suppliers.
4. EXCITATION OF PP AND PAM RESONATORS
Measurements and simulations described above have also been
made for resonators assembled of thin disks of polypropylene (PP),
Figures 7–9, and for a cylindrical resonator cut of a single block of
polyamide (PAM), Figure 10.
Figures 7 and 8 show the plots similar to those in Figures 2 and 4.
They confirm the excitation of PP resonators appears at the same
generic condition L > 0.5λd . The dielectric constant of PP disks is
found to be ² = 2.00 and tan δ = 0.01.
Figure 9 shows the comparison of measured and simulated curves
at different numbers of disks (N = 24, 28, 32). The plot illustrates the
consistency of fitting at the given parameters through all the frequency
and thickness domain. For this, though, the effective thickness t has
to be chosen as t = 0.48 mm that differs slightly from the measured
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Figure 7. S21 signal as measured
for a stack resonator made of N
disks of polypropylene (N = 1 − 32,
t1 = 0.45 mm, t32 = 14.4 mm, D =
50.0 mm).
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Figure 8. S21 signal from a PP
stack resonator presented as a
2D plot S21 (f, L/λd ).

Figure 9. S21 signal from a PP stack resonator, experiment versus
simulation (N = 24, 28, 32).
value t = 0.45 mm (otherwise, the fitting is less consistent through
the entire domain). The correction, probably, accounts for the fact
that PP disks have slightly rough surfaces and minor slots may exist
between the disks in the stack assembly.
Figure 10 shows a sequence of plots of (a) simulated contributions
of different modes, (b) simulated total signal, and (c) measured
signal of the PAM resonator. Here, for obtaining correct resonant
peaks in simulations, we had to reduce the signal from the modes
of orthogonal polarization (Hz ) which, ideally, should not be excited
(unlike the previous cases, this time they are hardly excited, indeed,
yet the dispersion function Dm (f, kz ) should account for them as well).
Dielectric parameters of PAM as obtained in these simulations are
² = 2.80 and tan δ = 0.007.
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Figure 10. S21 signal from a PAM disk resonator (D = 50.2 mm,
L = 27.2 mm), (a) simulated modal contributions, (b) simulated total
signal, and (c) measured signal.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We carried out measurements of mm-wave excitation spectra of highorder whispering gallery modes in free-space cylindrical disk resonators
as functions of resonator thickness L by using the resonators in the
form of tight stacks of thin dielectric disks. We found experimental
conditions for the excitation of thin-disk resonators and proposed a
simple approach for the modeling of their spectra and recovery of
material dielectric parameters.
The excitation of Ez polarized WGM modes in a disk resonator
(z is the disk axis) occurs when the disk thickness exceeds the half
wavelength in the dielectric material, L > 0.5λd . Optimal conditions
for the observation of clear spectra with no spurious modes are found
to be 1 < L/λd < 3. When L > 3λd , the spectra become unstable
and contaminated with spurious modes. Narrow E-wall dielectric
waveguides are preferable for the excitation of clear spectra.
Simulations based on the circular cylinder dispersion equation
with an axial propagation constant chosen as kz = π/L provide a good
estimate for the excitation spectra of disk resonators whose thickness
is not too small (the optimum appears to be 1 < L/λd < 3).
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